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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Overview of the Research 
1_1 Problem Statement 
  
The purpose of this interactive qualifying project is to develop trading systems that 
match the different trading styles and preferences of each student. Each student developed a 
different trading system, using different indicators, strategies and timeframes and in the end we 
combined the systems into a system of systems with allocated funds to simulate the 
performance of a small hedge fund. 
1_2 Problem Importance 
This problem is an important one because every individual has their own methods in 
which they conduct trades. By creating individual trading systems, each member of the team 
was able to creatively and comfortably find ways to allocate their money. As engineers, many of 
us will have incomes that will allow us to invest and save for the future. By creating the different 
trading systems, we use popular indicators to make our own personalized strategies and we 
gain a better understanding of the market, along with the interested readers. This way, not only 
do we develop trading and market investing skills that we and the readers can use for their 
savings / funds, but the uniqueness of each system and the system of systems add new 
innovative ideas to the trading literature and world. 
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1_3 Literature Summary and Creativity Statement 
Each of our individual systems was researched and was based on the work of previous 
investors, traders and popular and widely used indicators. The strategies and indicators we all 
used have been previously discovered and used by others, and we each personalized these 
popular strategies to create our own systems. We discovered, through our system of system 
qualities, that our individual systems had varying strengths and system qualities. As a result, the 
stronger individual systems with high system qualities would be allocated more money in the 
system of systems. Through scientific analyzation, our individual systems and the system of 
systems were optimized.  
Spyridon developed an automated long only swing trading system that utilized three 
exponential moving averages as indicators, extended with a high winning percent strategy and 
appropriate stock screening. Jahshanti developed a scalping manual trading system utilizing the 
Ichimoku indicator and his individual innovative observations to manually trade that are further 
explained in his part of the report.  Logan developed a hybrid long term position system, utilizing 
a mix of turtle trading techniques, the simple moving average indicator and the CCI indicator 
(commodity channel index). As further explained in each individual report, each system had its 
own unique features that were briefly stated in this paragraph. 
 
1_4 Conclusions 
Overall, with our IQP investigation, we explored completely different trading strategies 
and techniques that were creatively built on commonly known indicators and strategies. All 
trading systems were profitable, overall, but each system had its own weaknesses and 
strengths. Jahshanti’s Ichimoku scalping proved very profitable but with the danger of large 
losses. Spyridon’s high win exponential moving average  system showed exceptional and 
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consistent performance on an uptrending market, and an interesting performance on non-
upteding markets (random stocks, consistent performance but a few bad trades drew down 
performance stats). Logan’s system was also profitable in the long term and had its own 
characteristics explained later. With our system of systems, we proved that if we combine the 
different systems using fund allocation based on the performance of each system, then we get a 
much superior supersystem in all aspects, as explained later in the report part with our system 
of systems. 
 
 
 
Chapter 2 - Trading and Investing 
2_1 Trading and Investing in general, and their differences 
 
Before jumping into the financial world, it is important to know the difference between 
two very important methods used. Investing and trading are commonly attempted in the financial 
markets to achieve the same goal, striking a fortune. Investing, or in the words of the famous 
investor and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway Warren Buffett, “the process of laying out money now 
to receive more money in the future” tends to look more towards the future. With the goal of 
building wealth for the long term, techniques such as buying and holding, compounding, 
reinvesting are often employed to enhance profits. On the other hand, trading tends to be more 
hands on, involving more frequent exchanges of stocks, currencies, or commodities. Profits can 
be generated through buying long, or buying at a lower price with the intent of selling at a much 
higher price. Selling short, or “shorting”, is the exact reverse, selling a borrowed commodity to 
sell at a higher price, with the hopes of the price dropping and buying it back.  
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The major difference between investing and trading is the time-frame and mentality used 
to approach the markets. Buy-and-hold investors tend to look for a profitable position before 
going into the market. When those markets inevitably fluctuate, investors will ride out those 
bumps and drops with the expectation that the market will rebound, cancelling out any losses 
over the long term. Where investors spend more time finding an opportune moment to jump into 
the market, traders make trades within a predetermined period of time,often using a stop loss to 
close out losing positions at a predetermined price, protecting them from losing more than is 
necessary. 
 
Investing and trading typically comes down to the individual trader’s style. With investors 
looking for large returns over an extended period of time through the growth of the market, and 
traders seeking to take advantage of the market’s fluctuations, there is a kind of trading for 
everyone.  
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Chapter 3 - Trading Systems 
3_1 Trading Systems in General 
 
A trading system is a group of specific parameters that combine to create buy and/or sell 
signals for a security, along with specific entry and exit rules. These systems can be manual or 
automated developed using many different Languages, including Easy Language for 
TradeStation, MATLAB,, R, Python, and other platforms and languages (Kuepper).  Systems 
will “work until they do not”, so it is important to always always be working on other systems 
under a demo before going live with a new system.  Trading systems make trading a science 
rather than a guessing game.   
 
3_2 Trading Platforms 
 
A broker, or intermediary, makes trading securities available through a trading platform.  
There a trader can manage their market positions online via a software and can manage their 
positions without phoning a brokerage (Kuepper).  Our group used the MT4 and TradeStation 
platform, both used by professional traders globally.  These platforms list securities, indicators, 
timeframes, account history, shapes, and all other tools that can help aid traders in analyzing 
securities.   
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3_3 Trading Styles 
 
There are different trading styles, each utilizing a different time frame.  There are day 
traders and nano traders, who like to see quick profits and quick results.  There are swing 
traders who look to catch a shift in trend which can take up to hours or even days.  More long 
term traders can stay weeks and months in  a position.  These leads to showing the difference 
between active and passive traders.  Active Traders seek quick returns while more passive 
traders are less likely to be in and out of as many positions of an active trader.  Whether it is 
scalping, nano, swing, or countertrend trading, individuals must find their niche. 
 
3_4 Time Frames 
 
Different traders use different time frames as stated before.  Traders use different levels 
of support and resistance zones when looking for possible entries.  The larger the time frame, 
the stronger the resistance/support.  Scalping traders often times us smaller time frames than 
that of a passive trader.  Creating a system and rules best suited for your style is heavily based 
on time frame since it helps one determine where a security was, where it is going, and whether 
or not a trader should enter a trade along with exiting a trade. 
 
3_5 Manual versus Algorithmic Trading 
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Manual Systems are different than that of algorithmic systems.  Algorithmic trading is  
done without one looking for a pattern manually, or by hand.  In this case a code is created to 
do the trading for the individual.  After discovering specific entry and exit rules on a desired 
timeframe, we then see individuals put together a code to follow the concept.  In this case one 
will not miss a trade.  When a trader sleeps at night during the Forex market which goes twenty-
four hours every week day, a manual trader may miss entries while a manual trader may not.  
This has benefits for both types of traders.  The more trades entered is the more opportunity for 
profit, however it is also the more opportunity to lose money as well.  The finance world is only 
becoming more technologically advanced like the rest of the world.  So it is best for new traders 
to look to be versatile and possibly have both types of trading in their repertoire. 
 
3_6 Fundamental Trading versus Technical Trading 
 
Fundamental Trading is different than that of Technical Trading in that fundamental 
trading is heavily based around listening to news releases, data results, monetary and fiscal 
policy of nations to make analyze a security, whereas technical analysis does not account for 
any of that. Fundamental trading is attempting to trade by calculating the security’s intrinsic  
value that is why it might consider high level fiscal and economic indicators like earnings, 
expenses, assets, etc. Technical analysis is just designed for the individual and the charts.  It 
uses indicators and charts to interpret and predict a security’s value or price. Technical analysis 
is based off of using the indicators trading platforms offers as well as the shapes and areas of 
support and resistance.  Some traders prefer one over the other, some use both.  Being at a 
tech school we focus more on the technical side. 
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3_ 7 Rules of Trading (entry, exit, etc) 
 
Finding rules that work and sticking to those rules is an essential part of a trading 
system.  No rules means no system.  Coding a set of rules makes sure one does not go against 
the rules, therefore manual trading can make it harder for traders to stick to rules.  Backtesting 
rules to check results is also important, since trader’s want to effective rules to make profits.  
Sticking to rules also enables one to properly evaluate how powerful or weak the rules really 
are.  Professional Traders are always looking for ways to improve their rules or replace rules 
with better ones.  Seeking improvement is always key. Entry rules are the rules used to enter a 
trading position (e.g. buy to enter a long position and sell to enter a short position). Examples 
can be  , when the RSI indicator is above 20 value and the moving average is less than 10, buy 
some shares of stock X. Exit rules are similar, but they specify the exit conditions of a trading 
position (e.g. sell some stocks  when indicator X is above some value Y,  to exit a long position 
or buy to exit a short position). Position sizing rules are the rules that specify the amount of 
shares of a security the trader decides to buy. Common position sizing rules determine the 
number of stocks based on the risk per trade or some traders use standard position sizing (a 
fixed amount of shares). The previous three are the most important trading rules. 
Chapter 4 - Optimization and Analyzing Trading Systems 
4_1 Optimization 
 
After a trading system is completed, it usually being optimized. Optimization is used to 
make a working system better. It is not used to make an unsuccessful system , successful. That 
general rule we also employed at our systems. All systems require some degree of optimization, 
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to determine the best values of the inputs of the strategy, like the length of the RSI indicator, or 
the number of standard deviations of a Bollinger Bands, or the length of the moving average. 
Standard optimization, which is available on TradeStation’s chart  analysis app and on 
TradeStation’s Portfolio Maestro, is used on a back tested strategy to find the best combination 
of strategy inputs for a particular symbol over a particular period of time. 
  During optimization there is a training set and a testing set to select the best set of input 
parameters, a method which is used more extensively in walk forward analysis too.The most 
common mistake is overfitting the training data with over-optimization, that is why optimization 
must be targeted around a goal, like maximizing net profit. Optimization can be applied on an 
individual market/ equity symbol, that means finding the best set of inputs for a specific stock for 
instance, or it can be used to find the best set of inputs for an entire portfolio of stocks. 
 
 
4_2 Walk Forward Analysis 
 
Walk forward analysis is the process of optimizing a trading system with a set of input 
parameters, and then testing the best combination of optimized parameters on a testing set . 
This process resembles how a trader would use an automated trading system in real time 
trading. The training time (in sample) period is shifted forward by the period covered by the 
testing set (out of sample), and the process is repeated. At the end, all of the recorded results 
are used to evaluate the trading strategy. 
In other words, walk forward analysis optimizes on a training set and it tests on a period 
after the training set and repeats the process. There are multiple out-of-sample periods and they 
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are evaluated together. Walk forward testing is a specific application of a technique known as 
Cross-validation. A portion of the data is taken to optimize a system, and another segment is 
used to test. This gives an overall larger out-of-sample period and allows the trading system 
developer to examine how stable the system is over time. 
The picture below illustrates the walk forward procedure that was described (from system trader 
success.com): 
  
 
Optimization is performed on a larger period and then the testing period follows which is 
usually shorter. The aggregate results are used to evaluate the trading system. The cluster walk 
forward analysis option of the walk forward analyzer in tradestation makes extended testing by 
using different percentages of out-of-sample data in each run. Walk forward analysis is also 
used by some our trading systems analysis. 
4_3 Expectancy, Expectunity, System Quality 
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Expectancy, expectunity and system quality are different metrics used to evaluate 
trading system. Expectancy tells you on average how much your system is expected to make 
per dollar thats is being risked. For example, if we have a trading system that has a .50 
Expectancy that means for every dollar the trader/investor risks the trading system returns $.50. 
Expectunity is essentially the annualized Expectancy value that shows a yearly system metric. 
Expectunity factors in the trading system’s trade frequency. Usually, the higher the Expectancy 
Score the more profitable the system turns out to be. Finally, the system quality number is an 
objective measure of the system’s performance and takes into account the total number of 
trades, the standard deviation of the R-multiples (or risk-multiple) and the expectancy score. 
Throughout our analysis these are the equations we used for  each of the above numbers: 
 
 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑅1)/𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠  
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗  𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 ∗  365 / 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 
𝑆𝑄𝑁 = 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠)  ∗  𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦/ 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣(𝑅1))  
 
The way we calculated R1 (Risk 1 multiple) of each trade is by dividing the profit or loss of the 
trade by the average loss (we used the average loss as our risk to standardize the process 
computations for each system), to compute the amount the system makes per dollar risked. 
(helpful note: all these stats are reported in every excel/list of trades we submit with this report) 
4_4 Monte Carlo Analysis for systems 
 
In finance, there is a fair amount of uncertainty and risk involved with estimating the 
future price/ value of equity classes or the outcome of a particular marketing behavior. Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS) is one method that helps to reduce the uncertainty associated with 
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estimating future outcomes. MCS can be implemented in risk management, portfolio 
management, pricing derivatives, strategic planning, cost modeling and other fields of finance.  
 
Monte Carlo analysis is used often to evaluate a trading system and to determine worst 
and best possible performances of the system, as tool of to statistically analyze each system. It 
converts uncertainties of input variables of the system strategy into probability distributions. By 
combining the distributions and randomly selecting values from them, it recalculates the 
simulated model numerous times and produces a probability distribution of the output. Different  
probability distributions can be assigned to each input of the strategy. When the distribution is 
unknown, the one that represents the best fit could be chosen., e.g. normal distribution. The use 
of random values of the inputs characterizes Monte Carlo Analysis as a stochastic process. The 
random values have to be independent from each other,namely no correlation should exist 
between them. Monte Carlo Experiments generate the output as a range / probability 
distribution instead of a fixed value and show how likely a possible outcome is, based on the 
probability distribution of the outcome. 
 
For our trading systems analysis, Monte Carlo Experiments tools were available from 
Tradestation, both in the Walk Forward Analyzer app and as an optimization option in the 
portfolio maestro. 
4_5 System of Systems Management 
 
In the real finance world, hedge funds are alternative investments using pooled funds 
that employ numerous different strategies earn returns for their investors. Hedge funds may be 
aggressively managed or make use of derivatives and leverage in both domestic and 
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international markets with the goal of generating high returns (either in an absolute sense or 
over a specified market benchmark). An important characteristic of hedge funds is that they are 
usually only accessible to accredited investors as they require less SEC regulations than other 
types of funds. That is why hedge funds have been set apart from other investment vehicles like 
mutual funds. 
 
More generally, for a system that manages different systems there is a need for 
diversification and a need to allocate funds according to their performance. When constructing a 
system of systems, each system supposedly has different trading or investment strategies, and 
the best performing assets of each system are included. That way, the system of systems is 
diversified and is expected to perform better than each individual system, because it is 
diversified and is continuously being updated, as the performance of each subsystem is being 
updated overtime; and therefore the fund allocation of the system changes to keep the returns 
and the performance of the system of systems higher. Diversification and allocation are the 
methods we used in our system of systems to produce a well-performing faux hedge fund, as 
we explain in the system of systems chapter later in this report. 
Chapter 5 - Literature Review 
 
Ichimoku Scalping  
 
The Ichimoku cloud was developed by Goichi Hosoda during the 1960s. It provides more 
data points than a standard candlestick graph. The Ichimoku technical indicator uses three 
technical indicators, in conjunction with one another, for the accurate prediction of price action 
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to create entry and exit strategies. It does this by showing large amounts of data points to help a 
trader determine if the price level is up, down, or sideways. The three indicators are the Tenkan 
lines, Kijun Sen lines, and the Chikou span. 
 
  The Tenkan Sen lines are calculated by averaging the sum of the highest high and 
lowest low, in the past seven or eight bars. The Kijun Sen lines are calculated by averaging the 
sum of the highest high and lowest lows, of the past 22 bars.  
 
The cloud is the area between two lines, the Senkou Span A and B lines, and this is 
plotted twenty six bars ahead of the current price level as well. The Senkou Span A line is found 
by averaging the Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen lines. The Senkou Span B is found by averaging 
the sum of the highest high and lowest low. The lines are used as a moving average crossover 
and can be applied as simple translations of the 20- and 50-day moving averages, although with 
slightly different timeframes. 
 
The price level has an upward trend when the price level is above the cloud, and is 
downward trending if the price level is below the cloud. Also, price movement is sideways, 
meaning it is neither upward nor downward moving, when price level is inside the cloud. When 
senkou span A is rising above senkou span B the trend is colored green, indicating an upward 
trend. When senkou span B rises above senkou span A, the trend is colored red and indicates a 
strong downward trend. 
Jahshanti used thee above indicator to develop a  real time scalping strategy. 
Exponential Moving Average 
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A moving average is a technical indicator which finds the value of the average of 
previous bars. For instance, a 10 bar moving average will calculate the average price of an 
equity in the past twenty bars.  
 
There different lengths that a moving average is calculated on, e.g. slow moving and fast 
moving. A slow moving average will calculate data from a larger period. In contrast, a fast 
moving average will calculate data from a relatively smaller period of time. Comparing slow and 
fast moving averages can help a trader determine how fast a commodity price is changing. A 
common indication of rapid change in a slow moving average is a stronger indicator of a bullish 
change. In general, a rising moving average is an indication that the value is increasing. A 
decreasing moving average will show the opposite, that the price is decreasing.  
Spyridon used a variation of the moving average, the exponential moving average.It is 
similar to the simple moving average described above, but more weight is being given to the 
latest data and recent price changes. Spyridon did not use simple crossings as buy/sell signals 
but other types of signals in conjunction with a high winning percent strategy and stock 
screening. 
Turtle Trading and CCI Indicator 
 
The name Turtle Trading comes from Richard Dennis, who believed he was able to train 
people to trade as quickly as he could raise farm-grown turtles.Richard Dennis and William 
Eckhardt, as a bet to determine whether non-traders can be as successful as the professional 
traders on Wall Street. Turtle trading at its essence is very simple; It is a long term trend-based 
trading strategy in which you wait for a set amount of positive bars before entering, with the exit 
strategy the exact opposite. Turtle trading allows for strategically purchasing stocks at breakouts 
and selling when the price uptrend began to slow down.  
22 
 
The CCI Indicator, formally known as the Commodity Channel Index, is an extremely 
versatile indicator commonly used to alert traders of potential incoming extreme changes in the 
market. Developed by Donald Lambert in 1980, CCI was originally developed to identify the 
turning of cycles in commodities, but the indicator was also successfully used in other forms of 
trading. The indicator measures the current price level relative to an average price level over a 
given period of time, giving a high number when prices are higher compared to its average, and 
lower when prices are below its average.  
 
 
Chapter 6 - Jahshanti’s System 
6_1 Intro 
While all the other systems we have created deals with stocks, this system is in that it 
deals with a different asset class.  This system trades the Foreign Exchange Market “Forex”.  
Forex is also known as currency trading.  This system also differs from the other systems in that 
it is a manual trading system.  A part of being a faux hedge is being able to market different 
groups of people and this was the goal with making a manual Forex trading system. 
 
The way of the technologically advanced world we live shows the growth of automated 
trading taking the place of manual trading.  However, manual trading is a skill that is still more 
attractive to some.  Some people were not taught how to code, clients who are unfamiliar with 
coding may be intimidated by coding systems.  Lastly, there are groups of people who believe 
human analysis is more impactful than that of computer.   
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The objective with trading Forex was to cater to the lower-middle class.  Most people 
from this class are unable to purchase a “Google” stock, since it may be out of their 
weekly/monthly budget.  Forex is more appealing to this crowd since you can start with as little 
as $10 with some brokerages such as TradersWay.  The Forex market is the most liquid 
market, trading on average $5.3 trillion five days a week.  With more liquidity, the opportunity of 
using leverage, and being able to start with little capital, this seems like a winning opportunity for 
the lower-middle class who is often scared away from trading from the false connotations that 
you need a lot of capital to get started. 
 
 The reason for making a scalping system is because trading also has negative stigma in 
lower-middle class neighborhoods as taking too long to seem profit/return.  Plenty of young 
adults in those neighborhoods turn to illegal ways of making “fast-money”, so the objective was 
to show this neighborhood forex trading can be a route for legal fast money. 
 
When studying charts and looking for an angle on a scientific approach on trading, I ran 
into different indicators and strategies however the Ichimoku Kinko Hyo became the indicator of 
preference.  Ichimoku was invented by the Japanese, to do exactly what the name of the 
indicator says.  The purpose of the indicator is to serve as a “one-glance” equilibrium chart.  
This chart from DailyFX gives an example of the Ichimoku Indicator
24 
.Picture from Dailyfx.com 
 
The Kumo is the cloud and serves as equilibrium point for a currency pair.  When price-
action is below the cloud it is a downtrend and below equilibrium, when it is above the cloud it is 
an uptrend and above equilibrium.  The tenkan was nicknamed the “t” and the kijun sen was 
nicknamed the “k”.  The t is a 9-period moving average while the k is a 26-period moving 
average.  The chikou span is another part of the indicator that lags behind as a mirror of price.   
6_2 Fast Money Rules 
While doing research, I ran into a channel that used the indicator to trade Forex and 
Crypto Currencies.  From there I realized how to analyze trending markets.  A strong bullish 
trend is shown when price is above the t, the t is above the k, and the k is above the Kumo 
(ChaosTrader63).  Vice versa a strong downtrend can be spotted at “one-glance” when price is 
below the t, the t below the k, and the k below the cloud.   
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From there the goal was to find a scientific strategy to scalp currency pairs.  Using the 
MT4 platform, I messed around and turned on my grid.  A grid seemed to be something that 
could be useful for scalping.  After analyzing charts I realized the H1 and H4 seemed to be best 
for using the grid to help me find overbought or oversold pairs.   
 
Using the standard zoom given on the Pepperstone app for my MacBook Pro’s I would 
use 3 grid boxes above/below the t on the H1 and H4 to determine when a pair was overbought 
or oversold.  Since in a strong up trend we see price follow the t closely, when price was too far 
above the t on the set up we would see both a flattening on the t and k which indicated the 
slowing of a trend and giving an indication to scalp. 
 
Here is an example of a short on an H4 chart standard zoom.  Notice how price is above 
the t, which is above the k, which is above the cloud.  On H4 I would make my take profit (TP) 
half a grid box from my entry, and one grid box on H1 trades.  I initially did the same for my stop 
loss , but changed my SL rules to a manual SL an hour after entering a trade.  Since this is a 
scalping system, I want quick results and having a stop loss like this was vital in helping me get 
out of trades that took too long to hit my TP.   
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Here is an example of a buy on an H1 chart.  Here you see the rules I’ve mentioned 
earlier in action. The last set up I would look for was price crossing the k within a kumo, or within 
a grid box near the kumo on the H1 and H4 chart.  The science behind these trades is shown by 
understanding the k is the 26 moving average and the kumo represents equilibrium.  So when 
price breaks the k and is within or near a kumo it could represent a change in direction.  
Something below the cloud could be on its way above the cloud. 
 
Here is an example of a buy signal on an H1 chart.  I entered the trade as a candle 
closed through the k. My TP is either at the top of the cloud or the nearest resistance/support 
area to the top of the cloud shown above. My exit rule is the same as before, leave the trade 
after an hour of being in it, to develop a system of rapid results. 
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6_3 Profitable 
Since this is a scalping system, it is best to use high leverage for seeing great profit.  
Since a trade does not go a far distance, this makes it appealing.  Given our faux hedge fund 
was given $100,000 for the forex system to manage we would use as high as a $10.00 lot size 
and $46.19 if using the same broker(LMFX).  The Google Sheets attached titled “Jah Trades” 
has a list of trades using this system and has a system quality of 0.5368109912 and Std Dev R 
Multiples had a value of 0.497694265.  The Google Sheets shows more metrics of the system 
including opportunity per year at 2033 with a 7 day strategy calendar and expectancy (Profit or 
Loss Per Dollar Risked Per Trade) at 0.04278107884 and an annual expectancy of 87 using a 
0.2 lot size.  A 0.2 lot was used since I used real money in the market and started with $200 
rather than the $100,000 I assumed would be given to the system to our faux hedge fund. 
6_ 4 Downside 
The flaws of the system can be the losses.  Though you will win more than you lose my 
biggest loss exceeds my biggest win.  We see this as a big issue in the scalping community.  
My data shows my biggest loss was $52.35 while my biggest win was $15.96.  Another flaw of 
the system is that you can back test it and it will show that one can go up to days without 
seeing.  Currency pairs have to be in a strong trend or have the cross the k in the kumo.  Since 
you may see plenty setups one week another week you may be lucky to get as many as 2 or 3 
trades in we will see this impact real results in annual expectancy.  Assuming we get the same 
amount of trade opportunities every other week, we could split the numbers in half.  Which 
means when using a $10.00 lot size instead of using my results and getting a $2320 week and 
multiplying that by 52 weeks for the year, we can multiply that by 26 and get a projected annual 
return of $60,320 on an initial $100,000 investment which is still decent but a more realistic 
expectation than expecting to find twice that amount.   
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6_5 Moving Forward  
As I continue trading, since I am scalping I feel like it is best to use a small time frame to 
find more trades.  I am interested in using the kumo but possibly using different moving 
averages rather than the t and k.  So I must do more research of which moving averages are 
best for scalping.  I also am interested to trying a coded scalping system next and to make the 
process easier in order to not miss entries and not have to have a timed manual stop loss. 
Chapter 7 - Spyridon’s System 
 
7_1 System Overview and Goal 
My system trades trends using the exponential moving average. It is used for swing 
trading equities (stocks). My idea was to design an automated robust system that uses the 
moving average as basis for every aspect of my system. I aim to prove that by using just a 
simple indicator like the moving average, enhanced in the right ways, one can build a very 
successful and consistently profitable trading system. The moving average, when used with a 
combination of stock screening, position sizing and innovative entry/exit rules it can produce a 
very resilient and robust system that might not generate enormously huge amounts of profit in a 
short period of time (like a month or a week), but a higher amount in longer time periods, 
consistently. The keywords behind my system are: simplicity, consistency, safety and 
profitability. The key phrase that could describe the purpose my system is: “consistent profit” 
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The goal of my system is to swing trade equities in a consistently profitable and safe 
way. The title of my system is “enhanced moving average system”, but the complete version of 
the title that I would use for my system is: 
“Exponential moving average trend following extended with a High winning percent strategy and 
a variation of the Buffetology – EPS Growth stock screening method”. 
 
 These three features would constitute the uniqueness and creativity of my system, as I 
am combining two trading approaches – exponential moving average trend following and a high 
winning percent system with a stock picking approach that suits the particular system. 
   
My system report is structured into 2 sections: The Core Analysis section, where all the 
required information is present and the Further Analysis section, where I further explore my 
system with additional tests and experimentations. 
 
7_2 Core Analysis 
7_2_1 System Description 
A) General System Description 
  
My system makes use of a trend following philosophy. I am trying to detect the start of 
uptrends using a combination of exponential moving average crossovers, where I am making a 
long entry and I am trying to make an exit at a “safe point” on the uptrend by using exponential 
moving average relative positions. By that I mean that I after I make the entry, I would like to exit 
my position a point where profit will be made. I do not care to make an exit neither at the “top” of 
my trade nor at the “best” or “highest” trend point, but at a point where I will make a profit. My 
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system is a long-only system, I am buying at the start of the uptrend and I am liquefying my 
position – selling, whenever thought appropriate during the (assumed) uptrend.  Since my 
system is long only, I tied it to an appropriate stock screening method, an EPS-growth based 
variation of the buffetology-eps growth method. Stock picking is further explained on its own 
paragraph later in the system description. As I included in my further analysis section I 
compared the results of the eps-growth stock picking with randomly picked stocks. 
Some trades are done within the hour, some within many hours and some within a few days. 
  
B) General Technical System Description 
  
My system uses/ keeps track of 3 exponential moving averages. One fast, one medium-
slow and one very slow. The inputs for the strategy are: (10, 20, 50) as the 3 lengths for the 
moving averages - 10 for the fast (f), 20 for the medium-slow (s1) and 50 for the very slow (s3). 
It is a long - only system. 
 
Additional strategy inputs are the system initial fund (100,000 fixed), the percent of the 
account risked at each trade (5% - 0.05 fixed) and the factor of max fund traded (0.75). The use 
of each of these inputs is explained more in the following paragraphs. 
So, all the strategy inputs are: 
  
expAverage1Length (10), expAverage2Length (20), expAverage1Length (50), 
 initEquity (100,000), percRisk (0.05), eqFactor (0.75) 
  
The code of my strategy is at the appendix. 
  
C) Initial capital 
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My system works with 100,000$ initial capital – it also a strategy input (that means 
100,000$ is being used when my system is being applied on a single stock / equity/ symbol. But 
in the portfolio of 15 stocks, I am using 15 x 100,000 that is 1,500,000$ as initial capital. 
  
D) Entry rules 
  
To open a long position, we need to hold no position at the moment (our market position 
to be 0) and one of these conditions to be true (also present in my code as long_entry_cond): 
  
The fast exponential moving average (f) crosses above the very slow-moving average 
(s2) while the medium-slow moving average (s1) is above the very slow-moving average (s2) 
OR when the medium slow-moving average (s1) crosses above the very slow-moving average 
(s2) while the fast-moving average (f) is above the very slow-moving average (s2). 
  
My thought behind the entry rule is that using these rules we can spot the start of an 
uptrend. We do not spot the start of every uptrend – that would be almost impossible anyways, 
but we definitely spot the start of some uptrends. 
  
E) Position sizing/stop loss 
  
I have set my stop loss at the slowest moving average (since my system is based on the 
moving average concept), and my position sizing depends on my stop loss. Each time I make a 
trade, I choose to risk 5% of my account. So, the formula for calculating my position sizing 
(number of shares) is (present in my code as buyUnits): 
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number_of_shares = 0.05 * (current_equity / (buy_price – stop_loss))     Equation 1 
 
I buy at the Low of the current bar (buy_price) and my stop loss is the slowest moving 
average (s2). The 0.05 * current_equity is the 5% of my current account total/equity I decide to 
risk. The number of shares I buy are the same I sell. 
F) Criteria for changing my position 
I use the rules above (in c) as my standard position sizing. The only time I change the 
above formula is in case I attempt to buy more stocks than I can with my current equity. So if the 
number of shares multiplied by the buy_price is greater than my total fund (#shares * buy_price 
> current_equity) then I automatically allocate ¾ of my total fund to buy shares. That is where I 
use the eqFactor strategy input (0.75). I do not allocate 100%, as a safety measure, to avoid 
large drawdowns and risky trading behaviors. As I stated at the beginning, my goal is to make a 
consistent and safe trading system. This calculation is also present in my code. 
G) Criteria for closing position (exit rules) 
Despite the nature of my entry rules, for my exit rules I do not use moving average 
crossovers, but relative positions. The two following conditions must be met to exit the long 
position (also present in my code as long_exit_cond): 
I exit the position when both the fast (f) and the medium-slow (s1) moving average are above 
the very slow-moving average (s2) AND the closing price of the bar must be bigger than my 
entry price (High Winning Percent System that ensures positive return at each trade). 
My thought behind that exit rule was that if the 2 faster moving averages are above the 
slowest, then we are at an uptrend. That means we can liquefy our long position (that 
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supposedly was entered at the start of the uptrend). It does not matter that we are not that the 
end / peak of the uptrend. All that matters in this strategy is that we make a profitable/ 
successful exit, even if that is at the mid of the uptrend or at 10% of the total uptrend 
progression. Using relative positions and not crossovers is not the standard way to trade using 
the moving average, so that would be another unique characteristic of my system. 
H) Cost / Commission 
I included a standard 8$ commission per trade whenever I applied my strategy; not in my 
native code as a hard-coded variable/ input, but as an option of the tradestation backtesting 
options. This cost (commission) is also generated as a column in me excels of trades. The 
commission was included on all of the individual stock and portfolio tests that are included in 
this report. 
7_2_2 List of Trades 
 
My system analysis is based on back tested trades over 3 years. I want to prove the long 
run consistency and profitability of my system over multiple stocks so I chose to backtest my 
strategy over a long period of time to prove my “consistent profitability” point that I stated in my 
system overview /intro.  
  
I did not do real time trades. My average position on every stock is more than 1 day, 
even though some trades are done within hours. I wanted to do a thorough analysis on my list of 
trades to prove the long-term robustness of my system that is why I did not consider one or two 
weeks of real time trades is essential for my report/ system analysis (my system generates 
about 1 trade per day using 5 minute bars). My scientific analysis is based on the thousands of 
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backtested trades. But long term real trading this swing trading system would definitely further 
investigate the system, as explained in later part of my individual report. 
  
My core analysis was done on 3 years of historical data on 15 stocks using 5 min bars, 
all unoptimized. My list of trades of every stock are the back of my report on excels. They also 
include the analysis of R multiples and expectancy/ expectunity and system quality. I chose 5 
minute bars to produce more trades, but it is still swing trading since some trades take more 
than a day and the system generates maximum 2 trades per day and usually one. 
All of my trades are in the excels named spyridon_**. I included 15 stock excels and 1 
portfolio analysis excel. 
 
7_2_3 Performance Metrics 
 
I backtested my strategy on 3 years of data on 5 minute barss (I chose 5 minute bars to 
produce more trades hence make my analysis more reliable, but the strategy should in theory 
work in all timeframes)  over all stocks and my portfolio of stocks, using the standard strategy 
inputs for all my tests, hence no optimization. All the results I present are from the unoptimized 
strategy tests. In order to prove the robustness of my system, I did not optimize my strategy for 
these tests and I used the standard inputs (10, 20, 50 for the exponential moving average 
lengths and 0.75 for the total fund use factor. The 5% risk and the initEquity- 100,000 are not 
used for optimization anyway).  
 
First, I show the stats in a table for each stock from the strategy performance reports of 
tradestation (all the screenshots are in the appendix) and then the expectancy, expectunity and 
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system quality for each stock in the second table. These can be verified by the excel sheets I 
include. I applied 8$ commission on all tests to account for some cost. 
 
A) Profit factor, % wins, # trades, etc. (strategy performance report), for each stock 
 
Below is the table with all my performance measures, as listed by the strategy performance 
report of tradestation.  
All trading was done on 3 years (4/20/2015 - 4/20/2018), 5 min bars using the standard strategy 
inputs (10, 20, 50) for all stocks, unoptimized. I applied 8$ commission per trade. 
 
 
Table 1 
3 YEAR BACKTEST, UNOPTIMIZED, 5 MIN BARS 
Stock Prof
it 
fact
or 
Percent 
profitabl
e (%) 
Numb
er of 
trades 
(#) 
Net profit 
($) (from 
an initial 
capital of 
100,000 
for each 
stock) 
Max 
drawdow
n (peak 
to valley, 
% of 
initial 
capital) 
Total 
Retur
n on 
Initial 
Capit
al (%) 
LULU 51.9
4 
86.43% 103 12296.86
$ 
33.72% 13% 
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VEEV 25.5
4 
89.35% 385 70583.32
$ 
16.02% 71% 
ISRG 6.28 71.66% 427 32680.67
$ 
13.11% 33% 
ELLI 12.7
9 
80.07% 281 46370.24
$ 
33.71% 46% 
PEGA 6.19 67.81% 292 37577.91
$ 
23.55% 38% 
MPW
R 
5.75 71.20% 316 27306.14
$ 
19.90% 27% 
LOGI 27.1
7 
83.29% 353 58688.39
$ 
14.89% 59% 
NEO
G 
3.14 68.12% 298 25613.47
$ 
20.78% 26% 
FCB 6.12 71.62% 296 38743.81
$ 
18.96% 39% 
MKTX 5.52 71.17% 385 38845.46
$ 
13.20% 39% 
CHT 6.40 78.42% 190 11038.70
$ 
9.70% 11% 
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INGN 8.09 73.11% 264 50983.78
$ 
38.84% 51% 
LMAT 7.9 78.41% 352 79754.62 38.83% 80% 
ICUI 3.47 67.44% 390 36933.63 11.62% 37% 
STRA 1.99 62.77% 274 21718.80 15.11% 22% 
 
 
From the table we notice that all profit factors are >> 2, all winning percentages are > 60%, the 
number of trades over 3 years is greater than 100 and the total return after 3 years is >>15% in 
most cases. The maximum drawdown is less than 40% in all cases and in most cases around 
20%. All these present an above satisfactory performance. 
  
The screenshots from the results of each of these stocks, and the equity curve graphs are the 
appendix of this report. As seen from this table the results over 3 years are very encouraging 
and the equity graphs consist almost exclusively of green peaks. 
All the graphs are at the appendix I – 1A1, along with the strategy performance screenshots. 
We notice that almost all graphs consist mostly of green peaks 
  
  
B) Expectancy, Expectunity, System quality for each stock 
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Here are the expectancy, expectunity and system quality numbers I calculated from the excel 
sheet using R1, R2 and the average loss as the basis of my calculations. 
  
The way I calculated these metrics is: 
  
The R1 multiple for each trade is the profit/loss of the trade divided by the average loss of the 
system for the particular stock. The expectancy is the sum of all the r multiples divided by the 
total number of trades. 
The expectunity is the expectancy multiplied by the opportunities (trades per year) 
The system quality is the expectancy divided by the standard deviation of the R1 multiples and 
that result multiplied by the square root of all trades. 
  
Table 2 
 
3 YEAR BACKTEST, UNOPTIMIZED, 5 MIN BARS 
Stock Opportunities Standard 
Deviation of 
R1 
Expectancy Expectunity System 
Quality 
LULU 34.36 11.42 7.78 267.42 6.91 
VEEV 129.69 6.45 2.9 376.17 8.85 
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ISRG 142.72 3.8 1.80 257.18 9.80 
ELLI 124.49 4.79 2.57 320.57 8.97 
PEGA 97.51 3.79 1.88 183.76 8.50 
MPWR 106.29 3.30 1.66 176.45 8.96 
LOGI 124.24 18.61 4.88 606.91 4.94 
NEOG 100.09 2.41 0.81 81.45 5.83 
FCB 99.36 3.12 1.63 161.57 8.98 
MKTX 129.08 2.67 1.58 203.69 11.54 
CHT 64.12 3.04 1.51 96.91 6.83 
INGN 87.91 9.25 2.06 181.29 3.61 
LMAT 117.97 3.42 1.60 188.19 8.75 
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ICUI 130.57 2.8 0.94 122.20 6.60 
STRA 92.68 2.13 0.44 41.09 3.46 
 
We notice a satisfactory expectancy in most cases above 1, ranging from 0.5 to 8 (dollar profit 
per dollar risked) and an overall system quality of greater than 3 in all cases, ranging from 3.5 to 
11.5. All these are indications that the strategy has been performing very well in most cases. 
All these table results are also in the attached Excel sheets of each stock. 
The portfolio system quality, expectancy and expectunity metrics are in subchapter 6 in my own 
system of systems. 
  
  
C) Portfolio results 
  
To have a more complete view of my system performance, I treated all these 15 stocks 
as a portfolio and I backtested again using the unoptimized standard inputs on 3 years, with 
5minute bars. I applied 8$ commission on all trades. The strategy inputs I used are the default 
ones, like the ones reported at core the analysis section 2B: 
  
expAverage1Length (10), expAverage2Length (20), expAverage1Length (50), 
 initEquity (100,000), percRisk (0.05), eqFactor (0.75) 
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I start with 15 stocks and my system applies 100,000 on each stock so for my portfolio I have 
1,500,000$ initial fund  
So, these are the portfolio backtesting results with some graph pictures: 
 
Equity curve: 
 
Figure 1 
  
Figure 2 
  
Comments on the equity curve: 
  
My portfolio equity curve seems to increase linearly with time, without any significant ups / 
downs, which means my trading system has been performing consistently well. 
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Average returns: 
 
Figure 3 
  
My cumulative returns prove that my system performs almost always consistently well as there 
are no significant ups or downs but some small outliers. 
 
Figure 4 
  
My average monthly returns over all stocks range from -2% to 4 % which proves again that my 
system overall performs consistently (no +10% in one month and -20% in another, or +15 in one 
and -7% in the other) 
 
Performance stats (from backtesting report): 
 
 
Table 3 
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  Profit 
Factor 
% 
profitable 
Total 
# of 
trades 
Net 
Profit ($) 
Total 
Return 
on 
Initial 
capital 
Annual 
Average 
return 
Monthly 
Average 
Return 
Sharpe 
Ratio 
K - 
Ratio 
Portfolio 
(3y ,5min 
bars, 
unoptimized) 
5.83 72.24% 4557 518,374 
$ 
33% 7.73% 0.81% 0.54 1.07 
 
My profit factor is almost 6, really high, the percent of wins is also more than 70%, which is also 
high and the number of trades is also very high so we can 
  
The screenshots of these stats are the appendix I – 1B1. 
 
7_2_4 Monte Carlo Experiments 
 
As part of my core analysis, I performed Monte Carlo experiments on the portfolio of stocks 
using Portfolio Maestro. 
  
  
Results of Monte Carlo results for my portfolio for 3 years, and using unoptimized standard 
inputs: 
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Table 4 
Percentile Total Return – 
3year 
Annual return Monthly Return Maximum 
Drawdown 
Minimum 10.23 % 0.94% 0.28% 0.51% 
1st percentile 13.60% 1.15% 0.36% 0.83% 
25th percentile 28.28% 3.40% 0.70% 1.54% 
50th percentile 32.58% 5.45% 0.79% 2.07% 
75th percentile 41.26% 8.15% 0.97% 2.67% 
99th percentile 55.36% 11.96% 1.24% 5.92% 
Maximum 63.51% 11.96% 1.38% 7.61 
Real Value 32.92% 6.62% 0.80% 4.20% 
 
  
All the results seem encouraging. 
The total return in 3 years is 32.92% and the above analysis shows that the worst ever possible 
case scenario (less than 1% chance) is that my portfolio will have about 10% return, which can 
be very reassuring for investors. On average the return will be 33% (about as the real value) 
and the best-case scenario (less than 10% chance) is that we will have more than 47% return). 
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The maximum “maximum drawdown” is 7.61% (less than 1% chance) and the average would be 
2% (real value of 4,2%), both of which are much less than what would generally be considered 
a high maximum drawdown (>30% or >40%). 
The average monthly return is moderately high for a “safe” system that I am trying to build, 
around 0.80% and a minimum of 0.28%. 
The average annual return is about 6% which is also considered a safe return. 
All of the above Monte Carlo stats prove the robustness of my system. 
  
For reference, I present below the graph of the Monte Carlo analysis for total return. The rest of 
the screenshots are in the appendix I – 1B2: 
  
 
Figure 5 
  
Portfolio Correlation analysis 
  
Part of my portfolio analysis is also to make sure that the stocks of my portfolio are 
uncorrelated. That way, I am making sure that successful trading on one stock does not explain 
(is not the cause of) the successful trading of another stock in the portfolio.  For that reason, I 
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performed correlation analysis using portfolio maestro to see of any stocks. From the table of 
results, we can see that no single pair of stocks has an absolute value correlation of more than 
0.3 (a correlation of more than 0.3 is generally considered a weak trend). So, the portfolio I 
chose is safe with regards to inter-stock correlation. 
  
7_2_5 Stock Screening 
 
A) How did I pick the stocks to backtest/ create my portfolio? 
  
The idea when I was picking my stocks is to choose stocks that are in a general (weak 
or medium or strong) uptrend the past few years and have strong up-trending foundations so 
that they can be up-trending in the near future. 
I have a long only system so picking stocks that are at least stable or in a general 
uptrend, favors my system. I also had to make sure I avoid “bad” stocks, e.g. stocks that are 
naturally bad for a long system (stocks on a complete downtrend). In the further analysis section 
, I compare the above portfolio results with portfolio of randomly picked stocks. 
  
 
 
 
B) Will my system work in the (near) future? 
  
With my screening criteria, I am trying to make sure that the stock will be safe to trade 
with this system in the next year at least. After 1-2 years, the trader can choose to rescreen for 
stocks if the stock has started to go on a long down trend. So, I would say the stocks my 
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screening picks are safe to trade for the next 6 months - 1 year and maybe 2 years and it is up 
to the trader to change a stock, if it starts to go on a downtrend so he can replace the “bad 
stock” with a new one after he re-screens. Also I am trying to eliminate any bias by picking a 
good amount of stocks in my portfolio - 15. 
  
It is also up to the trader to exit a stock/trade manually if he has stayed significantly more 
than average on a position (like 2 months or more) and the price of the stock has gone down 
significantly (like 30% or more of its buying value and the stop loss hasn’t caught it). 
  
C) AAII Screening 
  
I utilized the AAII database to choose up-trending stocks (my screening is a variation of 
the EPS-Growth Buffetology screening). 
The criteria I used to choose up-trending stocks are based on the EPS characteristics of 
each stock. EPS are the earnings per share of the stock of a company. An EPS greater than 0 
indicates a profitable stock, and EPS less than 0 indicates a losing stock. In my screening I am 
making sure my stocks have: 
 (1) a positive EPS in each of the last 4 years, (2) an EPS of the last 3 years greater than the 
EPS of the last 5 years -> uptrend, (3) the closing annual price of each of the last years is 
greater than the closing price of the year before -> uptrend, (4) last year’s return and the 
average 5 year return are greater than 5 (so also greater than 0) , (5) the debt to equity ratio of 
the past few years is less than 1, to ensure that the returns of the company are based on its 
own equity and assets, and not loans, to ensure the at least short term security of my system. 
Finally, to further ensure the near-future profitability of the stocks I trade and therefore the 
profitability of my portfolio, I am requesting that (6) the EPS estimates for the next 2 years are 
greater than 0.   
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Using these 6 screening criteria, I am trying to pick stocks that have been up-trending for 
the past few years and will be up trending in near future (at least 6 months, 1 year or 2 years). 
The screening criteria and the top 15 results of the screening criteria are shown in the appendix 
1C1 
  
7_2_6 Personal System of Systems 
  
The last part of my core system analysis was to treat each stock as a sub-system where 
I applied the system I explained in subchapter (2) and combine them to create a system of 
systems. There is a separate excel sheet at the back of this report just for the system of 
systems analysis (expectancy, expectunity, system quality). Also, I compared the evaluation 
metrics between a system of systems that each stock takes the same amount of capital 
(100,000, like the portfolio results reported in ) and a system of systems with fund allocation 
where each stock takes capital based on its system quality number. These were the results: 
 
 
 
Table 5 
Stock Opportunities Standard 
Deviation of 
R1 
Expectancy Expectunity System 
Quality 
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System of 
systems - 
equal 
allocation 
1537.33 4.53 1.51 2310.55 22.52 
System of 
systems 
with 
unequal 
allocation 
1537.33 4.29 1.66 2554.12 26.28 
 
The systems of systems – no allocation is essentially the portfolio results that I presented a few 
paragraphs above, in subchapter (3C). 
 
The system of systems with allocation is the same system but with different fund 
allocation for each stock so I present the altered profit and losses of all the trades in the same 
excel with the no-allocation system. The “unequal” allocation is based on the performance of 
each stock (system quality). So, in the system of systems with performance- based allocation, 
each stock (subsystem) received the portion of initial capital that corresponds to its system 
quality number, proportionally. 
The expectancy of system of systems is 1.51 (more than some individual expectancies 
presented in chapter 3 and less than others). But the system quality of a system of systems 
(>20) is considerably higher than the single stock systems. So, the aggregate system of stocks 
performs much better than every individual stock. 
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We can also see that the fund allocation significantly improves the system quality from 
22 to 26 (almost 20% increase) and the expectancy from 1.51 to 1.66 (10% increase). So, 
allocating funds in the mini – system of systems improves the overall system performance. 
  
All these results are in the portfolio analysis excel sheet as well. 
7_2_7 Conclusions 
  
After I combined the exponential moving average with innovative entry/exit rules, 
position sizing and stock picking I was able to produce a robust and consistently profitable 
system that for all 15 stocks gives us a 33% return in 3 years and 518,000 $ in profit (in 3 
years). A general portfolio profit factor of 5.83 and a 72%-win ratio are all strong indicators that 
the system is robust and resilient in generally stable or up trending markets. 
  
The further analysis section follows, where there is extensive strategy optimization for 
each stock, further portfolio tests with different strategy inputs, random stocks tests and further 
steps for the strategy analysis that are suggested. 
  
 
7_3 Further Analysis 
7_3_1 Individual Equity Optimization 
 
Part of my further analysis is the use of walk forward analysis for different strategy inputs for 
each stock and then run a Monte Carlo analysis for that stock. 
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For each stock this is how I optimized the inputs: 
  
Table 6 
Stategy input Default Value Start Opt. 
Value 
End Opt. 
Value 
Increment Step 
ExpAverage1Length 10 9 11 1 
ExpAverage2Length 20 19 21 1 
ExpAverage3Length 50 48 50 1 
initEquity 100,000 - - - 
percRisk 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.01 
eqFactor 0.75 0.4 0.8 0.2 
 
I wanted to stay as close as possible to the default values because I do not want my 
optimization to overfit the historic data. That is why the ranges of the exponential moving 
averages lengths are only 1 unit way from the default value. 
 
 I wanted to experiment more with the percRisk (percent I risk at each position entry) of 
my account and the eqFactor (equity Factor, the portion I allocate of my fund to buy shares in 
case I try to trade more than my initial account), so these inputs varied more. I want to see the 
different performance of the strategy when a different amount of the account is being risked 
ranging from 1% to the default 5%. 
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The initEquity input is not being optimized, as this kept fixed and is changed upon the desire of 
the trader. 
 
Table 7 
Walk forward results 
Stock #tests Best set of inputs 
(Length1, L2, L3, 
percRisk, eqFactor) 
  
Walk Forward 
Overall Result 
(Higher 
Cluster 
Average) 
Profit factor, 
Expectancy, 
System Quality 
lulu 405 (9,21,49,0.05,0.8) FAIL (51.94,7.78,6.91) 
veev 405 (9,20,48,0.05,0.8) PASS (25.54,2.9,8.85) 
isrg 405 (11,21,50,0.03,0.8) PASS (6.28,1.8,9.8) 
elli 405 (10,21,49,0.05,0.8) PASS (12.79,2.57 ,8.97) 
pega 405 (9,18,48,0.05,0.8) PASS (6.19,1.88 ,8.50) 
mpwr 405 (11,21,50,0.02,0.8) PASS (5.75,1.66,8.96) 
logi 405 (9,19,48,0.03,0.8) PASS (27.17,4.88,4.94) 
neog 405 (11,21,50,0.05,0.8) PASS (3.14,0.81,5.83) 
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fcb 405 (9,20,49,0.05,0.8) PASS (6.12,1.63,8.98) 
mktx 405 (9,19,48,0.01,0.8) PASS (5.52,1.58,11.54) 
cht 405 (9,21,50,0.01,0.8) FAIL (6.40,1.51,6.83) 
ingn 405 (9,19,50,0.04,0.8) FAIL (8.09,2.06,3.61) 
lmat 405 (9,19,49,0.01,0.8) PASS (7.9,1.60,8.75) 
icui 405 (11,19,48,0.01,0.8) PASS (3.47,0.94,6.60) 
stra 405 (11,19,48,0.05,0.8) PASS (1.99,0.44,3.46) 
 
From the above table we can that 12 out of the 15 stocks pass the walk forward analysis test – 
PASS means the average of the Higher Cluster passes the test. We also see that the stocks 
that failed the test are not the ones with lowest profit factor/ expectancy / system quality (last 
column) so there is no correlation between these 2 features of each system. Since 12 out of the 
15 stocks pass the analysis, we can say that strategy performed really well. At the same time, 
the 3 FAILs show that the strategy is not entirely perfect. 
 
Table 8 
Monte Carlo Experiments from Walk Forward Analysis 
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Stock Total Return (minimum, 
50th percentile, 
maximum) in % 
Average Return per 
Trade 
(minimum, 50%, 
maximum) in % 
lulu 11,17,21 0.09, 0.13,0.16 
Veev 72,92,11 0.16,0.2,0.3 
isrg 26, 39, 50 0.07,0.09,0.13 
elli 53,72,95 0.17,0.2,0.3 
pega 31,48,66 0.11,0.15,0.2 
mpwr 52,71,95 0.17,0.2,0.3 
logi 46,82,123 0.12,0.2,0.3 
neog 24,36,52 0.07,0.11,0.15 
fcb 34,46,59 0.1,0.14,0.18 
mktx 30,39,47 0.07,0.09,0.11 
cht 7, 11, 16 0.04, 0.06, 0.09 
ingn 21, 63, 98 0.07, 0.2, 0.4 
lmat 73, 92, 114 0.19, 0.3, 0.3 
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icui 28, 45, 62 0.08, 0.12, 0.16 
stra 4, 23, 40 0.00, 0.07, 0.12 
 
In all stocks, both the minimum (the bottom worst 1% chance) total return and the 
minimum average return per trade are positive (> 0) that means that the system produces 
profitable trades and we can expect a positive long-run return (in this case, 3 years) 
 
7_3_2 Portfolio Optimization and Experimenting 
 
Optimizing my portfolio using the standard optimization method of Portfolio Maestro is 
very time consuming because for each input combination (so in this case 405 tests) it is 
performing an entire backtest that might take about half hour more or less. So due to 
computation power and time restrictions I did not perform portfolio optimization the standard 
way, but I tried different combinations to produce different types of portfolios. 
 
In the core analysis in section 3C, the table shows the performance stats of the basic portfolio 
settings I use. Over 3 years, it has a total return of 33%, an annual return of 7.73% and a 
Sharpe ratio of 0.54. 
One investor could claim that a sharpe ratio of 0.54 is too low for him to invest or that the 
return is too low. So, my idea is to produce different versions of the same stock portfolio, one 
with low risk (position sizing) /low return, medium position sizing/medium return and high 
position sizing/high return. The results are shown in the table below. The strategy inputs that 
change in each version are the eqFactor and the percRisk (the risk-related inputs which are 
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basically the position sizing determining inputs). The exponential moving average lengths 
remain at their default values: 
  
Table 9 
  Strategy Inputs 
Portfolio 
Version 
Exp 
Average1 
Length 
Exp 
Average2 
Length 
Exp 
Average3 
Length 
initEquity 
($) 
percRisk eqFactor 
Low 
Position 
Sizing1 
10 20 50 100,000 0.01 0.4 
Low Pos 
2 
10 20   100,000 0.02 0.5 
Medium 
Pos 1 
10 20 50 100,000 0.03 0.7 
Medium 
Pos 2 
10 20 50 100,000 0.04 0.85 
High Pos 
1 
10 20 50 100,00 0.06 1 
High Pos 
2 
10 20 50 100,000 0.1 1 
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In the above table (table 9), Pos is essentially defined as the position sizing, hence the amount 
of the account we put at risk. The higher the percRisk/ eqFactor, the higher the amount of 
money we are using to enter/ exit a position, so the larger the position sizing; hence we get a  
higher the amount of money we put at risk. The table below shows the results of the different 
portfolio versions 
  
Table 10 
Portfoli
o 
Versio
n 
Profit 
Factor 
% 
profit
able 
Tota
l # 
of 
trad
es 
Net Profit 
($) 
Total 
Retur
n on 
Initial 
capita
l 
Annua
l 
Avera
ge 
return 
Monthl
y 
Avera
ge 
Return 
Shar
pe 
Ratio 
K - 
Ratio 
Maximu
m 
Drawdo
wn 
Low 
Positio
n 
Sizing
1 
4.54 65.13
% 
455
7 
229,408.
94$ 
14.62
% 
3.63% 0.39% 0.34
99 
0.87
03 
2.24% 
Low 
Pos 2 
4.97 68.15
% 
455
7 
299,739.
76$ 
19.06
% 
4.67% 0.5% 0.41
84 
0.94
92 
2.85% 
Mediu
m Pos 
1 
5.67 71.84
% 
455
7 
472,529.
72$ 
29.95
% 
7.11% 0.75% 0.52
01 
1.04
99 
3.94% 
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Mediu
m Pos 
2 
6.03 72.62
% 
455
7 
616,159.
58$ 
38.98
% 
9.02% 0.94% 0.56
41 
1.10
16 
4.75% 
High 
Pos 1 
6.32 73.10
% 
455
7 
772,709.
80 
48.75
% 
11.00
% 
1.14% 0.59
37 
1.14
01 
5.57% 
High 
Pos 2 
6.32 73.10
% 
455
7 
773,114.
90 
48.78
% 
11.01
% 
1.14% 0.59
39 
1.14 5.57% 
 
From the above table (table 10), we can plot the following graphs (Pos means position sizing): 
 
Figure 6 
 
Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
 
Figure 9 
 
From the above graphs we can make numerous conclusions. First, we can see that as 
we increase the position sizing, the sharpe ratio, the k-ratio, the total return, the annual return 
and the maximum drawdown all increase. Even though we would expect that the sharpe ratio or 
the k-ratio would fall as we increase the position sizing because we put more money a risk, it 
actually increases, so increasing the position sizing also increases safety and consistency in 
profitability. Therefore, with this portfolio, a high position sizing is recommended. 
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7_3_3 Random Stocks 
Another part of my further system analysis is to try portfolios of random stocks on about 
the same period of time that I tried the picked stocks. I did the random portfolio tests to see how 
they compare and how significant the stock screening was. I used this website 
http://randomstocks.buckmaster.ca/ to acquire the randomly picked stocks during 2 different 
days last month. Below are the two sets of the randomly picked stocks: 
 
Portf1 = {CXO, SGEN, TX, RRC, CDK, COE, MS, FRC, EC, NVAX} 
Portf2 = {GMED, EBR, HTGC, WMW, NCB, RAIL, MYI, SUSB, ELECW, MORL} 
 
And the original portfolio was: {LULU, VEEV, ISRG, ELLI, PEGA, MPWR, LOGI, NEOG, FCB, 
MKTX, CHT} 
 
In the table below, we have the results of the original portfolio I used in the core analysis section 
along with the results of the 2 randomly selected portfolios. All results are reported in the 3 
previous years using 5 minute bars and daily bars with unoptimized parameter inputs and 8 $ 
commission per trade. These where the strategy inputs:  
 
expAverage1Length (10), expAverage2Length (20), expAverage1Length (50), 
 initEquity (100,000), percRisk (0.05), eqFactor (0.75) 
 
 They are the standard default inputs I used all throughout the core analysis section. 
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Table 11 
Portfoli
o  
Profit 
Fact
or 
% 
profitab
le  
Total 
# of 
trade
s 
Net Profit 
($) 
Total 
Retur
n on 
Initial 
capit
al 
Annual 
Avera
ge 
return 
Monthl
y 
Avera
ge 
Return 
Sharp
e 
Ratio 
K - 
Ratio 
Maximu
m 
Drawdo
wn 
Origin
al (5 
min 
bars) 
5.83 72.24% 4557 518,374 
$ 
33% 7.73% 0.81% 0.54 1.07 4.21% 
Rando
m 
Portfoli
o 1 (5 
min 
bars) 
1.43 85.62% 2038 33,687.0
9$ 
2.03
% 
1.12% 0.06% -
0.017
0 
0.104
0 
16.84% 
Rando
m 
Portfoli
o 2 
(Daily 
Bars) 
18.7
4 
82.69% 52 44,012.4
1$ 
4.51
% 
1.10% 0.13% -
0.066
1 
0.307
8 
1.99% 
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Random Portfolio 1 
 
 
Figure 10 
 
This (figure 10) is the equity graph of the first random portfolio. The above graph and the 
stats from table 11 (profit factor 1.43, wins of 85.62%, 1% total and annual return, k -ratio near 
0.1 and sharpe ratio near 0) show that the strategy did not perform well because of a few “bad 
trades”. 85% of the trades were winning (aka my system is extended with a High Winning 
Percent Strategy) so why was the total return only 1%? By seeing the graph, we can see the 
few vertical drops of the equity graph (about 5 in total) that cause all the damage. What we also 
observe is that after every vertical drop, there is “consistent buildup” of the equity curve. So, 
even though the system did not perform well overall because of the very low returns and safety, 
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the “consistency” property is somewhat being preserved because of the sequentially rising 
peaks that occur. So this random stock selection proves that  
 
 
 
Random Portfolio 2 
 
 
Figure 11 
 
In this random portfolio I used daily bars instead of 5-minute bars to see the different 
behavior of my system on daily bars. The performance is satisfactory, but not much worse than 
the original portfolio. Despite the high profit factor (~ 18) and the green peaks of the equity 
curve, the low 1% annual return, the low k-ratio (0.3) and the near zero sharpe ratio show that 
this system underperforms to a stock screened system.  
 
We can therefore claim that when the strategy is used on random stocks, it generates 
greater than 0 returns in a consistent way, but with the danger of really large losses. That 
makes random stock selection along with our system “selectively consistent” (many winning 
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trades and a few very damaging trades) and unsafe (extremely low k-ratio and sharpe ratio), but 
probably profitable, because it can consistently generate profits in the intervals between the bad 
few trades. So even in randomly selected stocks, if the trader pays attention at the trades that 
are being requested, then he can avoid the bad “outliers” and generate a large, safe, consistent 
profit. 
7_4_4 Next Steps 
The system has exceeded performance expectations in an uptrending market that was 
chosen by my stock screening. In non- uptrending market (the random stock investigation of the 
further analysis section), the system was unable to avoid the few highly damaging trades that 
drew down the performance. So how could we standardize a good performance for all kinds of 
markets? 
 
One way would be to add a short version of this system, which basically has the entry 
and exit conditions of the current long only system reserved and everything else would be the 
same (the short version of my system is in the comments section of my code and is not being 
used). So, by combining the short and the long versions of the system, it can naturally make 
profitable trades because it will be able to decide itself if the market is bearish or bullish. 
Combing and including the short version of my system into a larger system would be another 
entire system to analyze.  
 
Another way would be to pay attention when real-time trading with the system. The 
random stocks test (equity graph of random portfolio 1, figure 10) showed that the system is 
consistently profitable in intervals. So, when real time trading on a computer screen, the trader 
can pay attention at large price drops or emerging highly damaging trades that the stop loss 
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might not catch and this way we can avoid the few bad outliers and make the system almost 
always profitable. 
As I reiterated in previous parts of the report, real time trading was not possible due to 
physical and time restrictions. All my analysis was based on the historical data because I 
needed plenty of data to prove my case (3 years, the “safety and consistent profitability” of my 
system). But trying this system in real time trading would really be a significant step to complete 
the system investigating it. The final step to complete the system analysis would be to real time 
trade the system using the selected stocks that I based my backtesting analysis in the next 6 
months to 1 year; a period is which my stock screening will probably continue to suit my system 
appropriately for exceptional performance.  
 
7_4 Conclusions 
 
The goal of my system was to trade consistently profitably. Did achieve that?  
 
Through the core analysis section of my report, I showed the performance of my system 
in both each of my stock of my portfolio and the entire portfolio and the results were excellent. 
For each stock, all profit factors were double digited, the max drawdown was less than 40%, the 
total returns range from 10 to 90%, there was a high percentage of wins (> 70) and all the equity 
curves had almost only green peaks. There was no zero or negative expectancy in any of the 
stocks and all the system qualities were above 3.5, ranging from 3.5 to 11. In the core analysis 
section, the portfolio results were also very encouraging. The profit factor was about 6, the k-
ratio was above 1, the sharpe ratio above 0.5 (the sharpe ratio could have been higher 
potentially, at this point it is just satisfactory) and the annual return above 7%. The portfolio 
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system quality was also extremely high, around 22 for a portfolio with equal allocation and 
around 26 for a portfolio with fund allocation depending on each stock’s system quality. 
 
Through the further analysis section of my report, I used walk forward analysis for each 
stock, I manually optimized the portfolio and I tested my strategy with random stocks. The walk 
forward analysis was overall successful as 12 out of the 15 stocks passed the walk forward 
analysis criteria tests by using strategy inputs optimization ranges that were very close to 
original ones. The Monte Carlo experiments run on the walk forward analysis reports had all 
positive returns on all of the stocks on all percentiles (so the minimum total and minimum 
average return on all stocks was greater than zero), so they were also very encouraging. The 
“manual” portfolio “optimization”, which was more an exploration of the strategy on the portfolio 
by changing the position sizing inputs. That showed us that when we use a higher position 
sizing we get a small increase of the maximum drawdown (still less than 10%), but a big 
increase in annual return (even about 10%), total return and a moderate increase in the sharpe 
ratio (which came as a surprise because intuitively larger position sizing would lead to more 
risk). Then I tried experimenting with random stocks and I observed that the risk of the system 
increased a lot, but if we excluded the few bad outliers of trades, the system would still be 
consistent even with random stocks.  
 
All of the above prove that stock picking was significant and in a bullish market the 
system exceeds standard good-performance expectations. Even in a bearish market or random-
trend market, the random stock selection proves that the system is consistent within the 
intervals of the few bad damaging “outliers” of trades. So, if the above system gets converted to 
a real time day or swing trading system, the trader can avoid the few bad trades by continuously 
paying attention at his screen. Therefore, my system has achieved its consistency goal. 
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Chapter 8 - Logan’s System 
8_1 System Overview and Goal 
This system trades in the equity market, more commonly known as the stock market. 
Using an automated trading system programmed in TradeStation EasyLanguage, the factor of 
human error is eliminated, and the rules of the system are strictly followed. By using CCI moving 
average system, a combination of a moving average indicator in tandem with the CCI indicator 
with some turtle trading strategy elements, this is a system that anyone can put together with a 
little bit of research, but with a bit of a twist.  
 
When people hear about autonomous trading, and that coding is involved, most get 
intimidated and are afraid of autonomous systems breaking or not working as intended. 
However, as long as the user knows what is wanted, and what kind of style of trading is 
prefered, the rest of the system falls into place quite easily; EasyLanguage is exactly as the 
name implies, easy to pick up, unlike languages like Python and C++ which still require a rather 
tall learning curve. Also with the power of technology advancing day by day, it would be a 
disadvantage to not use it, as it is possible to miss out on clues that may result in a hard swing 
in either direction. 
  
The objective with this system was getting a system that would be able to profit over a 
longer period of time, people who are looking at becoming position traders or growing wealth for 
the future may be interested in systems like this. Even though this system may seem like 
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investing, with more long term goals in mind, the main distinction is that it takes advantage of 
the liquidity of the stock market and its multitude of categories to balance itself.  
 
The reason for creating a position trading system is because slow and steady wins the 
race. For the average trader, scalping and day trading may prove to be difficult, as stricter rules 
must be set and a decent amount of knowledge must be acquired for there to be massive 
amounts of profitable buying and selling. However, sitting on investments is only profitable if 
individuals trading already have a decent amount of capital that they can afford to invest. This 
system takes very simple concepts - CCI, moving average, and turtle trading - and merges it 
into a very intuitive system with a bit of a twist. 
8_2 Core Analysis 
 
8_2_1 Entry and Exit Strategies 
 
As shown in Appendix III Figure XXX, the system works by taking advantage of the CCI 
indicator, a very powerful indicator that is used to detect incoming drastic changes in the 
market, and slow and fast moving averages, along with elements of turtle trading. When the 
stock in question crosses over a CCI set value of 50 in the case of this system, and the fast 
moving average is above the slow moving average for 3 days like a turtle trading strategy, the 
system buys a set amount of stocks (1500) until the stock flips and fulfills the exit strategy 
requirements ( CCI less than -50, and the slow moving average is above the fast moving 
average for 3 days).  
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8_2_2 Screening 
 
For my portfolio, I screened for stocks with the highest and lowest beta in the market, or 
the most volatile stocks. This way, the system becomes a hybrid of investing and swing trading, 
where there are some stocks that tend to trade faster due to its liquidity and volatility, and others 
that sit for longer for its lack of extreme market changes.  
 
8_2_3 System Summary 
 
The system analysis was based on back tested trades over 8 years with a capital of $1.5 
million. By using day bars, the system was able to obtain the best results, even without 
optimizing the system. The average position for a stock tended to be around 2-3 months, and 
sometimes longer if necessary. The list of trades for the portfolio are attached of the back of the 
report as an Excel sheet, which also include analysis of R multiples, expectancy, expectunity, 
and system quality. As the system takes trades for months or longer, it would categorize as 
position trading.  
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Figure XX2: Portfolio Summary 
As shown in Figure XX2 above, for an 8 year span, the total return resulted in $695,612, with a 
total realized return of around $344,547. Most of the trades are profitable at around $1740.14 
per trade, and out of 202 trades it ended up with a 52.02% chance of profiting each trade. Even 
though there is an enormous amount of starting capital needed for this particular sum of money 
($1.5 million as mentioned), it still earned a respectable 22.97% realized return over 8 years. If 
the overall trading system was toned down a bit, it is still profitable, but the high return will be 
slightly diminished as there is commission to be taken into account ($8 was used per trade in 
this case). The overall trades are included as an Excel sheet attached with this document 
(Appendix II Figure XX3).  
 
 
8_3 Portfolio Analysis and Monte Carlo  
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In the graph below are some statistics for the portfolio:  
Profit Factor 1.98 
Sharpe Ratio 0.1062 
K-Ratio 0.1813 
Average Annual Return (%) 3.16% 
Figure XX4: Portfolio Numbers 
 
The Sharpe ratio, which is a measure of average return earned in excess of total risk, is 
show to be 0.1062, a rather low number. This can be due to a number of factors; High risk, a 
wide spread of trades resulting in a high standard deviation for trades, or having a portfolio that 
is not diverse enough. The K-Ratio, measures security and stability of the system, but the value 
is also rather low at 0.1813, showing that this system will need some change if it will be used 
with real money.  
 
On the other hand, the profit factor is sitting barely under 1.98 with an average annual 
return of 3.16%, which are both good signs, as it shows the system is profitable. However, the 
profit does not seem to come without some danger and risk involved.  
 
However, potential risk and theoretical loses are things to be weary of, but as is shown 
in the total equity and realized equity curves(Figure XX5 and Figure XX6 in Appendix II), the 
system is proved to not be completely smooth sailing, backing up the analysis of the low K-Ratio 
and Sharpe Ratio. As can be seen in from January 2011 to around early 2013, the system was 
wavering around mostly negatives, and is much more apparently around late 2015 to early 
2017, where the dips in the graph are much more extreme, losing nearly 20% of the initial 
capital through that time. Luckily the graph did eventually stable and the system was profitable, 
but those risks and losses, if put into a bad economy, could result in losing everything.  
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Looking further into the Monte Carlo graphs numbers (Appendix II Figure XX9), after 
running cumulative distribution tests (running 1000 iterations with a sample size of 94), we come 
up with the historic average monthly at 0.27% and historical total at about 28.57%, both within 
the very likely areas of happening. The cumulative distribution of average monthly returns 
ranges from -0.12% to around 0.68%, with a bell curve-like possibility leaning towards the lower 
end. The distribution of the total return looks relatively similar, but instead ranges from -11.29% 
to around 88.34%. Both the historic values sit around the median ( 0.27% and 27.87% 
respectively) and the mean values (0.27% and 29.06%). The one major cause for concern 
though, is the standard deviation, with the values sitting at 0.12% and 14.43%, due to the large 
range.  
 
 8_4 Moving Forward  
 
Continuing forward with the knowledge gained through trading, it is best to expand out 
the portfolio size from 18 and diversifying to more fields, and look at other options to minimize 
risk throughout the whole system. Optimization could be extremely helpful to improving the 
numbers of the system, but looking at using more screening methods other than just beta 
numbers would be more important to the system. With the greatest loss at -$34,501, and the 
largest profit at $87,697, this system is not intended for people who want to always win, but for 
those who are willing to take a risk that may not necessarily pay off. Winning is important, but in 
the end it is what the numbers add up to, including the risk taken along the way. But in the 
future, fixing the system to lose less money in one go while keeping an eye on the Sharpe ratio 
can definitely help boost up the system’s robustness and usefulness in the market.  
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Chapter 9 - System of Systems 
 
9_1 Intro 
 
For our system of systems we had to combine 3 completely different trading systems: an 
automated long term position turtle trading system, a manual day trading trading ichimoku-
based system and an automated exponential moving average based swing trading system with 
a high win percent exit.The three systems use completely different time frames and completely 
different trading approaches. We created two different system of systems to combine our 
individual trading systems. 
 
 In the first system of systems (System of Systems I) we combined all four trading 
systems to create a faux hedge fund that allocates funds based on the performance of each 
system (system quality number of each system). Each subsystem works on its own time frame 
and its own period of time and the goal of the system of systems is to allocated funds among 
the subsystems to maximize the overall performance. Since one of the subsystems is manual 
trading and each subsystem works on its own period of time with completely different 
timeframes and number of frames, an aggregate equity curve and monte carlo analysis is not 
possible, so the first system of systems just deals with fund allocation. 
 
In the second system of systems, we combined the subsystems that are automated (aka 
with code), to make a more complete analysis of the overall system using an aggregate monte 
carlo analysis and equity curve. The timeframes (bar intervals) of each system are different, but 
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the overall period of time is the same, to make a more concise system of systems with more 
consistent analysis. 
 
9_2 System of Systems I 
 
System of Systems I deals solely with fund allocation among the three different 
subsystems. Each subsystem is essentially each individual strategy applied on one stock. Then 
the system quality of each subsystem is used to allocate funds accordingly and then the total 
returns and metrics of the system of systems are recalculated.  
 
For Jahsanti’s subsystem (day trading Ichimoku), his trades list was used for the 
calculations. For Logan’s subsystem (long term turtle trading), we applied his strategy on the 
past 8 years, with daily bars on the AIG stock (one of the stocks of his portfolios), and for 
Spyridon’s subsystem (exponential moving average swing trading) we applied his strategy on 
past 3 years using 5 minute bars, on the LMAT stock (one of the stocks of his portfolios). In our 
faux hedge fund, we simulated each strategy for 100,000 initial capital each, and then we 
recalculate to compute the new metrics. 
 
Here are the initial metrics of each subsystem before the system allocation: 
 
 
Initial 
Subsyste
Expectan
cy 
Expecunit
y 
System 
Quality 
Opportuni
ties 
Allocation 
proportio
Simulate
d Initial 
Simulate
d Total 
75 
m (Trades 
per year) 
n capital return ($) 
Spyridon
_LMAT 
1.527 179.88 8.6825 117.77 0.33 100,000 78738.77 
Logan_ 
AIG 
0.947 
 
1.695 1.922 1.789 0.33 100,000 40128 
Jahsanti_
LMFX 
0.043906
897 
 
86.99837
961 
 
0.543828
426 
 
1981.428
571 
 
0.33 100,000 21064 
System 
of 
Systems 
0.3582 20.1840 3.1978 56.3367 1 300,000 139,930.
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Here are the metrics after the system allocation according to system quality: 
 
Initial 
Subsyste
m 
Expectan
cy 
Expecunit
y 
System 
Quality 
Opportuni
ties 
(Trades 
per year) 
Allocation 
proportio
n 
Simulate
d Initial 
capital 
Simulate
d Total 
return ($) 
Spyridon
_LMAT 
1.527 179.88 8.6825 117.77 0.78 232,740 185107.6
9 
76 
Logan_ 
AIG 
0.947 
 
1.695 1.922 1.789 0.17 51,840 21012.48 
Jahsanti_
LMFX 
0.043906
897 
 
86.99837
961 
 
0.543828
426 
 
1981.428
571 
 
0.05 14,580 3102.152
7 
System 
of 
Systems 
1.0866 61.2139 8.4709 56.3367 1 300,000 209,202.
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The calculations for all the above table cells are in the system_of_systems_I excel. 
We can see how the basic metrics of the system of systems changed after the allocation, hence 
how efficient the fund allocation can be for a system. After the system allocation, the system of 
systems expectancy tripled, the expectunity tripled, the system quality tripled (went from ~3 to 
~8) and the profit almost doubled. By comparing the two system of systems, we can clearly 
conclude that the system of systems with fund allocation is much superior in all the above 
aspects (metrics). 
 
9_3 System of Systems II  
In the second system of systems we combined the two automated trading systems, 
Spyridon’s and Logans to form a system of systems and we compared the performance of each 
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system repeated on the two stocks (LMAT, AIG), versus the combined system of systems, each 
system on its own stock. Logan’s system is applied on both stocks (logan system II), on 5 years 
with daily bars and Spyridon’s system on the same stocks (spyridon system II), on 5 years 5 
minute bars. Then using the exact corresponding timeframes, we formed System of Systems II 
by combining Logan’s 5 years daily bars on AIG stock and Spyridon’ 5 year 5 minute bars 
system. 
In this analysis, we will not do fund allocation (we did that in the previous section), as 
each system version has the same initial fund. We want to compare the performance between 
stock allocation among systems. We are comparing a system of systems, where each 
subsystem is a different strategy applied on a different stock versus a system of systems where 
each subsystem is the same strategy applied on a different stock. In our system of systems II, 
each strategy was applied to the its own best performing stock, as in system of systems I 
(Spyridon’s system on LMAT and Logan’s on AIG).  
 
These are the results of Logan’s trading system on the two stocks (LMAT, AIG): 
Initial 
Subsyste
m 
Expectan
cy 
Expecunit
y 
System 
Quality 
Opportuni
ties 
(Trades 
per year) 
Simulate
d Initial 
capital 
Simulate
d Total 
return ($) 
Spyridon
_LMAT_
AIG 
1.021781 194.7989
6 
10.38022
1 
190.6453
6 
200,000 87,903.2
2 
Logan_ 
LMAT_AI
1.4342 4.19 2.062 2.92 200,000 36,333.0
0 
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G 
System 
of 
Systems 
II(Spyrido
n on 
LMAT 
and 
LOGAN 
on AIG) 
1.049812 202.9151 7.2260 193.2870
9 
200,000 104,236.
22 
 
The results are also in excel sheets named  system_of_systems_II_*** 
From the table we can see that interestingly, the way we formed the system of systems II, does 
not produce better metrics, but the metrics are in between those of the two other systems 
(expectancy, expectunity and system quality). But the profit is more than each of the two, and a 
little less than the addition. 
 
Apart from comparing the expectancies and system qualities, as showed in the table 
above, we also compare the equity curves and the monte carlo analysis’ for each system 
versions. We expect the aggregate system of systems II to have better expectations and curves 
than each repeated system. 
 
Monte Carlo results on the 3 systems: 
(1st, 25th, 50th,75th,99th) percentile, all units are % 
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 Total Return(5%) Average Return 
(Monthly) (%) 
Maximum Drawdown 
(%) 
Spyridon System II (-13,42,79,127,282) (0.22,0.68,1.06,1.46,
2.35) 
(7.83,13,17,22,41) 
Logan System II (-12,24,45,66,129) (-
0.17,0.39,0.66,0.89,1
.44) 
(5,9,12,16,29) 
System of Systems II (-4,35,59,88,183) (-0.02,0.55,0.81, (5,9,11,15,29) 
 
 
The monte carlo results show that the system of systems II results are again in between the two 
systems. But the maximum drawdown is slightly improved,as it is less or equal to both, in all 
percentiles. 
 
The monte Carlo results screenshots are in appendix III (system of systems II, figures iii-1 to iii-
3, respectively for Spyridon, Logan, and System of Systems II). The equity curves of each 
system are below: 
 
Spyridon’s strategy on the two stock portfolio: 
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Logan’s strategy on the two stock portfolio: 
 
 
 
System of Systems II (Spyridon’s strategy on LMAT, Logan’s strategy on AIG) 
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Conclusions 
 
System of Systems I proved that fund allocation among the subsystems based on 
system quality number substantially improves the performance with metrics and returns superior 
to both of these of each subsystem.  
 
System of Systems II proved that allocating a subsystem on a particular stock rather 
than repeating the subsystem on the whole portfolio, provides results between the best portfolio 
(one subsystem on all stocks) and the worst portfolio (one subsystem on all stocks). It 
“balances” the overall system. It improves the worst and worsens the best.  
 
Therefore the investor/trader can choose whichever technique of the two he wants, depending 
on his needs and circumstances. 
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Appendix I - Spyridon’s System 
Appendix I - Spyridon’s code 
Inputs: 
expAverage1Length(10),expAverage2Length(20),expAverage3Length(50),initEquity(100000),pe
rcRisk(0.05),eqFactor(0.75); 
 
Vars: exa1(0.0),exa2(0.0),exa3(0.0),long_entry_cond(FALSE),short_entry_cond(False), 
long_exit_cond(FALSE),short_exit_cond(False),mposition(0), 
curEquity(0),percStopLoss(0.05),buyUnits(0); 
 
 
 
 
exa1 = XAverage(Close,expAverage1Length); 
exa2 = XAverage(Close,expAverage2Length); 
exa3 = XAverage(Close,expAverage3Length); 
 
 
mposition = MarketPosition; 
curEquity = initEquity + netProfit; 
{entry conditions} 
 
long_entry_cond = (exa1 crosses above exa3 and exa2 > exa3) or  
     (exa2 crosses above exa3 and exa1 > exa3); 
      
 
{entry} 
If (long_entry_cond and mposition = 0) then 
begin 
{position sizing} 
 buyUnits = intPortion( (percRisk * curEquity) /absvalue((Low - exa3))); 
 If (buyUnits * (Low)) > curEquity then begin buyUnits = intPortion(eqFactor * curEquity/ 
Low); end;  
 Buy("long_entry") buyUnits shares next bar Low stop; 
end; 
 
 
 
{exit conditions} 
 
long_exit_cond = ( exa1 > exa3 and exa2 > exa3) and Close > EntryPrice; 
 
SetStopShare; 
SetStopLoss(exa3);{0.1 * Average(range,15)}{(1 - percStopLoss)* Low);} 
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If (mposition = 1 and long_exit_cond) then  
begin 
 {mposition = 0;} 
 Sell("long_exit") buyUnits shares from Entry("long_entry") next bar High stop;   
end; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPYRIDON’S NOT USED SHORT SYSTEM 
 
{ 
SHORT SYSTEM - NOT USED, JUST MENTIONED IN THE FURTHER ANALYSIS SECTION 
 
short_entry_cond = (exa1 crosses below exa3 and exa2 < exa3) or  
     (exa2 crosses below exa3 and exa1 < exa3); 
      
 
If (short_entry_cond and mposition = 0) then 
begin 
 {mposition = -1;} 
 Sell("short_entry") next bar High stop; 
end; 
 
 
short_exit_cond = exa1 < exa3 and exa2 < exa3 and Close < EntryPrice; 
 
If (mposition = -1 and short_exit_cond) then  
begin 
 {mposition = 0;} 
 Buytocover("short_exit")  next bar Low stop;   
end; 
 
 
} 
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Appendix I- SPYRIDON’S SCREENSHOTS AND GRAPHS 
 
1A1 individual stock performance reports 
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1B1 portfolio_perfomance reports 
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1B2 portfolio_monte carlo graphs 
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1B3 Correlation analysis table 
 
 
1C1 stock screening 
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Figure 60 
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2A1 Walk forward analysis reports, optimized strategy perfomance reports 
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Figure 103 
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Appendix II - Logan’s System 
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Figure XXX: Easy Language Code 
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Figure XX2: Portfolio Summary 
 
 
Figure XX3: Attached Excel Sheet 
 
Profit Factor 1.98 
Sharp Ratio 0.1062 
K-Ratio 0.1813 
Average Annual Return (%) 3.16% 
 
Figure XX4: Portfolio Numbers  
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Figure XX5: Total Equity Curve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure XX6: Realized Equity Curve 
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Figure XX7: Cumulative Total Return  
 
 
 
 
Figure XX8: Cumulative Average Monthly Return  
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Figure XX9: Monte Carlo Analysis  
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX III - System of Systems II 
Figure iii_1 
 
Figure iii_2 
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Figure iii_3 
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